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A mod el of fractu re of a duc til e metal in whic h surfaces of uns table mic rocav ity expansion occur is 
pro posed. It is shown tha t s uc h s urfaces can occur onl y in locally plane incre mental s train . The harde n

ing cond itions required for th e deve lopment of these surfaces a re co nsid er ed. It is s hown th at in a 
mate rial possess ing an eq ui valent yie ld stress (Y) which de pends upon th e total plas ti c d il a tation (~ ) and 
eq uiva le nt d is torti ona l s t rain (€), the minimum ratio of dila tational softe ning ( y/ ~ < 0) to di s to rtiona l 

ha rdening ( y/e > 0) under which an un stab le s urface of a dil a ta tion may fo rm is - 2/3. A poss ible e x
planation, based upon th e model , fo r the lack of corre lation be tween pl an e s t ra in duc tiljty and d uc tility 

as meas ure d in a te ns il e tes t is offe red. Also, the pe rtinence of the model to fracture of glass y po lyme rs 
and en viro nme ntal s tress crac ki ng of c rystalli ne po lyme rs is di scussed. 
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1. Introduction 

The chi ef mechani sm of ductile fracture in metals is 
the expansion, interaction and e ve ntual coalescense of 
microvoids in region s of large plastic strain and high 
triaxial stress, (see e.g. , Puttick 1959 [lJ t , Bluhm and 
Morrissey, 1966 [2]). The cavity growth which 
produces fracture appears to take place only on the 
fracture surface itself, with little or no cavity expansion 
having taken place to e ither s ide of the fracture s urface 
(Hayden and Floree n, 1959 [3J ). This indicates that the 
fracture surface is th e locus of ins tability of plastic 
cavity dilatation, rathe r th an being merely a surface 
upon which local accidents of e .g. , cavity spacing and 
hardness leads to fracture extension through a fi eld of 
uniformly dilating cavities. In the following a theore ti
cal model of fracture b y the form ation of surfaces of 
un stable cavity growth is considered , and certain ele 
mentary but fundamental considerations concerning 
the orientation of these surfaces and the require ments 
of hardening to produce such s urfaces are di scussed. 
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It is also pointed out that the mechanism of unstable 
cavity expansion, which is examined here in connection 
with fracture of metals , may govern the mec hanics of 
e nvironmental stress cracking of polymers. 
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2. Material Behavior 

The material under cons ideration is a ductile metal 
or polymer which contains numerous microcavities. 
Some of these cavities may have been produced durin g 
forming processes. Other cavities may be continu ously 
generated in the metal by e.g., cracking of inclusions or 
separation of phase boundaries in regions of high tri axi
al stress (near notch tips, or in necks of tensile 
specimens). The mechanis m of fracture under con 
sideration here e ntails two stages . Fi rs t , the de nsity 
and size of microcavities are ass umed to increase as 
deformation of the materi al proceeds. The cavity 
growth in this stage is assumed to take place approxi
mately uniformly throughout materi al ele ments whic h 
are large compared with the mean s pacing be tween 
cavities but which are s till s mall compared with the size 
of the specimen under consideration or the scale of 
le ngth over which gradients of e.g., s train in the 
specimen are meas ured. Thi s stage of deformation may 



be called diffuse cavity growth. The second stage of 
deformation entails the development of an instability in 
which cavity dilatation localizes in a preferred thin 
zone, and all deformation ceases to either side of this 
zone. This stage of deformation, which may be called 
localization, is tantamount to fracture. The object of 
the present writing is to clarify the conditions under 
which transition from diffuse cavity growth to localiza
tion may occur. 

The actual material in between microcavities is a 
metal which undergoes large plastic strain by disloca
tion motion and therefore deforms according to a local 
yield locus and an associated flow rule (Bishop and Hill , 
1951) [4]. An element of microporous material is shown 
in figure 1. Provided that diffuse cavity growth takes 
place throughout the element, and provided that the 
displacement increment (8u) and the local tractions (t) 
acting on the material surfaces of the element are 
statistically uncorrelated, then (Bishop and Hill , 1951 
[4]) the element may be treated as a point in a con
tinuum, subject to stress components «(Tij) equal to ap
propriate averages of the local tractions acting at the 
surface of the element, and strain increments (OEij) 
equal to appropriate averages of the incremental dis
placements (au) at the s urface of the element.2 In par
ticular, Bishop and Hill [4] demonstrated that because 
on a local scale the material obeys a yield locus and an 
associated flow rule , the material element of figure 1 
will also obey a yield locus and an associated flow rule. 
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Figure 1! An e lement of microporous material; local incremen tal d jsplocemen ·~ 

es--;:) and tractions (;) at the surface of the element ore shown. 

The condition for yielding of the microporous element 
may be given as 

(1) 

2 The averages employed by Bishop and Hill are given in the appendix. 

where the (Tij are obtained by averaging the local trac
tions. The plastic strain increments OEif obtained by 
averaging the local surface displacement increments 
(8u) on the element, are given by the associated flow 
rule 
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(2) 

where OA is a scalar multiplier. Since the present writ
ing concerns elements of microporous metal which un
dergo substantial plastic strain it is assumed that the 
distinction between the plastic and the elastic strain 
increment need not be retained. Thus eq (2) may be 
used to represent the total strain increment. 

Since the cavities in the microporous metal element 
will expand when sufficient triaxial loading is applied 
to the surface of the element the yield locus of the ele
ment will depend upon the mean triaxial stress. The 
element will exhibit plastic dilational strain which will 
be represented by the associated flow rule, eq (2). 

It is likely that the array of cavities in the element 
may have some preferred orientation, deriving both 
from the history of forming of the part and from the his
tory of plastic strain to which the part has been sub
jected. The primary concern in this writing is the 
processes of crack nucleation and extension in ductile 
materials. One must bear in mind that the large plastic 
strain which occurs in the vicinity of a notch tip will in 
all likelihood produce strongly oriented arrays of 
microcavities. The character of anisotropy which 
should be attributed to the micro porous element in 
order to reflect preferred orientation of the microca vity 
array is currently under investigation by several wor
kers in the field of fracture. For the present we shall 
neither assume any special form for the strain history 
dependent anisotropy or dilatational properties of the 
microporous ductile element, nor shall we attempt to 
employ any of the te ntative results of present theoreti
cal studies of this problem (e.g., Subudhi, 1970 [5]). 
For present purposes it will be sufficient to write the 
yield condition of the element as in eq (1), with the un
derstanding that all six stress components «(Tij) may ap
pear independently in the yield function , and that the 
plastic dilatation is gi ven by 

(3) 

and that in general8Ekk does not vanish.3 

3. Kinematics 
Suppose that diffuse cavity growth in a microporous 

element is to cease, and is to be replaced by localized 

~ Conventional cartesion tensor notation. with the summation convention. is used here. 



cavity growth on a given surface. If deformation is to 
cease, except in a thin band of rapidly dilating material 
represented by this surface, then preservation of con
tinuity of the material between the microcavities 
requires that the strain increments measured in the 
surface vanish. Figure 2 shows a band oflocalized dila
tion occurring according to the process contemplated 
here. The surface 5, which represe nts the dilating band 
in a continuum theory of fracture , is shown on the 
figure. The actual boundary between the material in the 
dilating band and the nondeforming regions to either 
side is indicated by the dashed lines. Since the material 
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in the band may not slip with respect to the nondeform
ing material to either side of the band, the strain com
ponents (e.g., OEI.I . , OEI. 2., OE2.2. in figure 2) meas ured in 
the surface 5 mu st vanish. For the sake of brevity a sur
face satisfying this requirement may be called a rigid 
surface. The main point to be recognized here is that 
the formation of a localized band of cavity dilatation 
may occur only along a rigid surface. 

We now consider the general states of (local) strain 
increment which permit the rigid surfaces on which lo
calized cavity growth may occur. In general, rigid sur
faces may be found only in state of plane incremental 
strain; while it is obvious that plane deformation may 
permit rigid surface formation it may be somewhat less 
than obvious, at least at first inspection, that plane 
deformation is require d for rigid surface formation. To 
demonstrate this, one may consider the general state of 
strain increment (OEij) which occurs as a rigid surface 
is formed. Using cartesian coordinates (XI, X 2 , X 3) with 
the XI and X2 axes lying tangent to the rigid surface, the 
strain components are 

OEij= (g 
OE13 

o 
o (4) 
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Thus, the (local) s tate of incre mental strain at the site 
of a rigid surface consists of longitudinal shear (8EI 3, 
OE23 ) along the direction (X3 ) normal to the rigid surface, 
s uperposed upon a simple uniaxial s train (8Ed along 
the same axis. By a suitable rotation of the XI, X2 axes 
about the X:J axis (i.e. XI' = cos OX I + s in OX2; X2' /I (nil OX I 

+ cos 0'-X2; X 3 ' =X3, with - 0 = tan- I (oEd oE23)) one ob
tains a set of coordinates X I' , X2 ' , x/ with the X3' 

direction still normal to the (local) ri gid s urface, and in 
which the compone nts of the strain incre me nts are 

~y ) , 

OE33 

o 
o (5) 

oy 

where (8y)2 = (OEI3)2 + (OE23)2. The strain increments 
state of (5) represent a state of plane increme ntal defor
mation in the X 2 ' , X3' plane; the (X I ', xz' ) plane, which is 
the same as the (X I, xz) plane, li es tangent to the rigid 
surface. 

The conclusion of the above is that in order to 
nucleate fracture by localization of cavity dilatation at 
a give n point in a s pecim e n, a surface whi ch wi]] per
mit large scale localized deformation on the surface 
while deformation to either s ide of the surface ceases 
must exist , and this requires that the local mode of 
deformation be in cremental pla ne s train , with uni axi al 
s train (8y= 0) being a special , but , as wi]] be seen, an 
important case of plane strain. 

Additional conditions to co mplete the kine matic 
require ments necessary for nucleation of a band of lo 
calized dilatation may now be considered. If a band of 
localized cavity expans ion is to form through a fi eld of 
diffuse cavity expan sion in an ele ment und er fixed 
stress, the yield locus of the material in the band will , 
at the initial instant of localization, be the same as the 
yield locus of material outside the band. Th e associated 
flow rule requires that the strain incre me nts measured 
at the boundary of the element preserve the s ame ratios 
at the instant of localization as obtained at the previous 
instant, or as would have obtained had localization not 
occurred.4 Since cavity expansion is to occur, the 
strain increment field immediately prior to localization 
must contain at least one principal direction along 
which extension occurs. Recall that a rigid s urface can 
occur only in incIe mental plane strain. The rigid sur
face on which localization may nucleate lies perpen
dic ular to the plane of strain , and since the inte rsection 
of the rigid surface and the plane of strain must be a 
line of vanishing extension rate , and the principal s train 
increments (OE) , OE2) in the plane of strain re present ex-

~ In brief, we assume th at the yie ld loc li s changes continuously, has no s harp co rne rs , a nd 

that the strain incre ment rema in s normal to the yield loc us in an appropriate space. 



trema of extension rates, the two principal strain incre
ments in the plane of strain must be of opposite sign: 

O£I - 8E2 ~ 0_ (6) 

The equality in eq (6) would hold for incremental uniax
ial strain , in which case one must add the additional 
requirement that one nonvanishing principal strain in
crement be greater than zero (e_g_, 8EI > 0) so that lo
calization of deformation results in cavity expansion 
rather than compression_ For all other cases, eq (9) is 
sufficient to guarantee the presence of a rigid surface 
on which localized micro cavity expansion is kinemati 
cally admissible. It is emphasized that the above per
tains to the local kinematic requirements for nucleation 
of a localized band of cavity expansion, and the require
ments stated above are stated in terms of the strain 
components of the diffuse field of deformation at the in
ception of the localization instability. The global kine
matic requirements for extension of a surface of lo
calization through a field of strain in which all the prin
cipal directions of strain are sharply curved, or the 
strain increment components have strong gradients, 
have not yet been considered. The requirements given 
above represent the necessary kinematic conditions for 
nucleation of fracture by localized cavity growth It is 
expected that these conditions will be useful in examin
ing both nucleation and progressive extension of frac
ture , examples of which will be discussed below. 

4. Hardening Requirements 

In order for a band of localized cavity expansion to 
form in a field of diffuse cavity growth, the stresses in 
the element must be stationary with respect to the 
strain increment at the instant of band localization. 
Otherwise, the material in the incipient band would 
harden, requiring that further deformation of the band 
be accompanied by higher stress levels in the band. 
Since the band formation considered here can occur 
only in plane strain, the stress in the band and in the 
surrounding nondeforming material are compatible.5 

An increase of stress in the band will, at any stage of 
deformation, require a corresponding increase of stress 
in the surrounding region. At the inception of banding, 
when the material in the incipient band has the same 
yield locus as the surrounding material, hardening of 
the material in the band would cause deformation of the 
surrounding material, thus eliminating the band. If the 
yield locus of the micro porous material were repre 
sented by 

(7) 

:; The term compatible is used here in the sense of the limit analysis. The stress in the band 
is always continuable into the surrounding region because the area of the band does not 

change. 

where It, 12 . .. In are parameters describing the strain 
history of the material,6 the necessary condition for lo
calization of cavity growth in an element presently 
being subjected to the kinematically admissible strain 
increment 8Eij would be 

(8) 

For the practical purposes of estimating, e.g., the mean 
cavity spacing required in a given material to permit lo
calization under a prescribed strain history and strain 
increment, eq (8) is oflittle value unless one has at hand 
an explicit yield locus and a set of explicit strain history 
parameters (In). Nevertheless, the simple statements of 
eqs (7) and (8) may prove useful in testing a hypotheti
cal yield locus with respect to internal stability. 

It is emphasized that the yield locus need show the 
stationarity of eq (8) only at the inception of localiza
tion. Once localization has developed it would be per
missible for the material in the localized band to 
harden during some later stage of its deformation, pro
vided that the yield locus of the material in the localized 
band did not increase sufficiently to cause deformation 
of the material adjacent to the band. 

For the purpose of obtaining some concrete esti
mates of the hardening requirements of localized cavity 
growth, one may assume that the yield locus does not 
change shape during deformation and that the harden
ing of the material may be represented through the net 
plastic dilatation (il= J 8Ekk) and the equivalent distor
tional strain 

which serves as the measure of strain hardening in 
most practical calculations of conventional plasticity 
theory. Then the yield co dition may be written as 

f (<Tij) - Y(E, ill = o. (9) 

The hardening requirement for localization eq (8) is 
then simply 

(10) 

The assumptions leading to eq (9) certainly do not 
represent the most general material behavior which one 
might expect to observe in a microporous element at 
the point of fracture nucleation. Nevertheless these as
sumptions do include the basic elements of a theory of 
dilatational plasticity of micro porous material, and 

6 This representation would app ear to be sufficiently general. 
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should therefore yield estimates of material behavior 
which are not entirely unfaithful representations of ac
tual behavior. From eq (10) the condition for localiza
tion is 

( ll ) 

This expression gives the ratio of the c han ge of yield 
stress with d istortion to the c hange of yield stress with 
dilatation , required to permit localization when a given 
strain increment , havi ng a given ratio of dilatation to 
distortion is imposed. Dilational strain may either 
harde n or softe n the materi al, depending upon the 
microcavity density and the rate of hardening of the 
material between the cavities. Distortional strain, on 
the other hand, might b e expected always to harde n the 
material. 7 In this case the ratio of distortional harden
ing to dilational softening required to permit localiza
tion of cavity growth in a micro porous element sub 
jected to a s train increment having a given ratio of dila
tion to di stortion, is given by eq (ll). The strain incre
me nt which will permit localization, with the greates t 
ratio of distortional ha rde ning to dilational softe ning 
(i.e., the mode of straining which requires the leas t sof
te ning to permit a localization) is the strain increment 
which , in addition to meeting the kine matic require
me nts given previously, provides the maximum ratio of 
dilatation to distortion; this is jus t uniaxial extensional 
s train. Thus, if one wis hes to tes t a given calculational 
scheme for representing ductile fracture by hole growth 
in a given array of cavities, it would be useful to 
conside r uni axial s train, whic h is the mode of de
formation in which fracture by localization of cavity 
growth may occur earliest. In fact , evaluation of eq 
(ll) for the case of uniaxial incremental strain gives 
the following es timate of the minimum ratio of dilata
tional softenin g (aY/at:::.. < 0) to distortional harde ning 
harde nin g (aY/aE > 0) which will permit localized 
cavity dilation. 

(12) 

This estimate was also obtained in an earlier writing 
(Berg, 1969 [6] ) in which a special form of the yield 
locus was assumed. 

5. Orientation of Bands of Localized Cavity 
Growth 

Since localization of cavity growth can occur only in 
plane incremental deformation , it is especially con-

7 Exceptions to this generaliza ti on ma y ex ist in materials with s t rong ly a nisotropic 

mic rocavit yarrays. 
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venient to use the conventional Mohr circle represen
tation of the strain incre me nt in the plane of deforma
tion to show the orientation of surfaces of localization 
relative to the principal axes of strain incre ment. Figure 
3 shows Mohr ci rcles of (plane) strain increment for 
several possible cases. Mohr circle I represents a mode 
of plane strain increment in which the developme nt of 
localized cavity growth is kinematically possible on 
either of the planes represented by a or b (since both a 
and b represent lines of vanishing exte nsion rate in the 
plane of strain). Circle II represents a state of uniaxial 
strain increment; in this case the two planes a and b 
have coalesced at the origin , and thus formation of a 
single plane of localization is kinematically possible 
transverse to the axis of incremental strain. The states 
of increme ntal strain represented by Circles IV and V 
contain no directions of vanishing extension rate and 
therefore do not permit locali zed cavity growth. 

- n 

b 

Figure 3 : Mohr Ci rcl es of incremental strain stotes; points a and b in circles I and 

II represent k in ema ti cally admissable rigid surfaces . 

6. Discussion 

The model for ductile fracture by localized cavity 
growth on rigid surfaces may be helpful in explaining 
some curious phenomena observed in fracture. For ex
ample, R. Brook [7] has observed that fracture extend 
ing from a notch tip in high strength steels follows a 
wavy, zig-zag path. Brook's electron micrographs show 
a fracture surface made up of hillsides and waves, with 
cavity dimple markings covering the slopes; the 
average cavity spacing appears to be approximately 
1/10 of the length of the slope, or less, so that the 
present continuum model of fracture by localized 
cvavity expansion may be applicable. The surfaces on 
which localization is admissible will , in general , be 



found in conjugate pairs (e.g., the surfaces represented 
by a and b in figure 3). It appears plausible that the zig
zag surfaces observed by Brook were the result of frac
ture nucleation by localization of cavity growth on one 
of the two admissible surfaces which occurred in front 
of the notch, followed or accompanied by nucleation on 
another surface ahead of the first and lying at the con 
jugate inclination. This possibility has been discussed 
earlier (Berg, 1969 [ 6] ). 

One of the more striking implications of the model of 
fracture discussed above is a possible explanation for 
the general lack of correlation between ductility as 
measured in uniaxial tension, and ductility as measured 
in plane strain (Clausing [8]). In the initial stages of 
deformation of, e.g., a plane strain fracture toughness 
specimen, the material in the neighborhood of the 
notch tip will be virtually incompressible, and thus 
there will be two sets of rigid (kinematically admissible 
fracture) surfaces at any point. These surfaces will of 
course be the planes of principal shear strain rate. The 
deformation at this stage is incompressible, or virtually 
so; cavity dilation will not be significant, and will not lo
calize. As deformation proceeds microcavity density 
will increase due both to expansion of cavities initially 
present and to generation of new cavities through inclu
sion cracking, phase separation, etc. Throughout this 
process, as the ratio of dilatation to distortion of each 
strain increment increases, there will always be two 
conjugant surfaces, at the notch tip, on which dilata
tional banding is kinematically admissible. One merely 
has to wait for that point in the deformation process at 
which the requirements of hardening (e.g. , eq (11)) for 
localization are met, in order for a band of localized 
dilatation - and fracture - to occur. 

On the other hand, the material in the neck of a ten
sile specimen undergoes symmetric deformation, with 
extension occurring along the specimen axis and biaxial 
contraction occurring transverse to that axis. In this 
mode of deformation no kinematically admissible sur
faces for localized cavity expansion will occur until the 
material at the center of the neck has suffered suffi
cient cavity expansion to permit a uniaxial strain incre
ment. If, at this point in the process the requirements 
of hardening for localization (e.g., eq (12» have been 
met, fracture will occur. However, if these require
ments have not yet been met, localization will not oc
cur, and the element at the center of the neck may 
begin to deform with symmetric biaxial extension oc
curring transverse to the specimen axis (depending 
upon the rate of cavity growth and nucleation in the 
material). In this case, the center of the neck will no 
longer be able to serve as a nucleation site for the 10-
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calization, and some other point in the neck must serve 
that purpose. 

Thus, with respect to fracture by localization of cavi
ty growth, the plane strain fracture toughness specimen 
(or any other plane strain specimen) and the uniaxial 
tension specimen start from different points and arrive 
at the necessary conditions for fracture by different 
routes. In plane strain, the kinematic conditions for lo
calization are satisfied from the outset of deformation; 
one need only wait for the hardening conditions to be 
met for localization - and fracture - to occur. In the 
neck of a tensile specimen, the kinematic conditions for 
nucleation of fracture by localization of cavity growth 
cannot be satisfied until substantial cavity growth (suf
ficient to permit uniaxial strain) has occurred at the 
center of the neck. If the hardening requirements for 
localized cavity growth are not met at that juncture, the 
material in the neck may proceed to deform and might 
possibly begin to undergo biaxial expansion , eliminat
ing the center of the neck as a potential nucleation cite 
for fracture by localized cavity growth. The apparent 
lack of correlation between plane strain ductility and 
uniaxial te nsile ductility is therefore not entirely sur
prising. 

7. Fracture of Polymers 

Cracking in glassy polymers (Oro wan and Doyle, 
1971 [9]) and stress cracking in certain crystalline 
polymers is preceded by crazing, which itself is a form 
of localized cold drawing (plastic deformation) entail
ing dilatation attributable on the microscopic scale to 
void formation and expansion. The general conditions 
given above for fracture of du tile metals by formation 
of surfaces of unstable void growth should apply as well 
(with perhaps some suitable modification to the 
description of the yield locus) to those modes of frac
ture of polymers which are preceded by crazing. In par
ticular, the mechanical properties, such as yield drop 
and hardening rate, which determine the sensitivity of 
given crystalline polymers to environmental stress 
cracking might be better understood if considered in 
relation to the model of fracture proposed above. 
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Appendix 

The method of averaging local (mic ro) trac tion s and 
inc remental di splacements over the surface of a 
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The local displacement increments (?lUi) acting over 
the entire surface of a unit volume of material bounded 
by the surface S on which the outward normal vector is 
denoted by nj are used to obtain the compone nts of 
average strain increment (?leij) via 

(Paper 76C I&2-330) 
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